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Abstract
Dynamic model presentation is system identification and mathematical calculation of neural
network. Dynamic system using neural networks involve the dynamic differential equation into each
of the neural network processing elements to create a new type of neuron called a dynamic neuron.
The dynamic model represents architecture of frequent neural network in different paradigm’s
model.

Index Terms: Dynamic Model, FNN, BMLP, TDL, LRNN, LF‐MLN, AF‐MLP, OF‐MLP
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Different architectures arise depending on

phenomenon is speech. A good solution is to

The first architecture is the IIR‐MLP proposed

let time have an effect on the networks

by Back and Tsoi. The second architecture is

response. This can be achieved when the

the activation feedback multilayer perceptron

network has dynamic properties such that it

network (AF‐MLP). The third structure is the

will respond to temporal sequences [5].

Output

Dynamic recurrent neural networks have

Feedback

multilayer

perceptron

network (OF‐MLP) [3].

shown themselves to be really useful for
temporal processing, particularly for digital

2. LOCALITY FREQUENT NEURAL
NETWORKS

signal processing (DSP) and temporal pattern
recognition. Two main methods exist to

We are here interested in neural network

provide a static neural network with dynamic

architectures that are able to learn temporal

behavior: the insertion of a buffer somewhere

features in data for time series prediction. In

in the network, i.e., implementing an explicit

other words, we intend to deal with the

memory of the past inputs, or the use of

problem of Time Series Processing: field of

feedback [6].

statistics regarding the analysis of data
characterized by both spatial and temporal
dimensions. The FFNN is frequently used in
time series prediction. FFNN, however, has
the major limitation that it can only learn an
input and output mapping which is static.
Thus it can be used to perform a nonlinear
prediction of a stationary time series [4]. A
time series is said to be stationary, when its
statistics do not change with time. In many
real world problems, however, the time when
certain feature in the data appears, contains
important information. More specifically, the
interpretation of a feature in data may depend
strongly on the earlier features and the time
they appeared. A common example of this

In both approaches, an arbitrary input x[t]
may influence a future output y [t + h], so that
∂y[t + h] ∂x[t] is not equal to zero for some h.
In the case of asymptotic stability, this
derivative goes to zero when h goes to
infinity. The value of h for which that
derivative
temporal

becomes
depth,

negligible

while

the

is

called

number

of

adaptable parameters divided by the temporal
depth is called temporal resolution.

3. BUFFERED MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
WITH INPUT BUFFER
The first kind of dynamic network is a buffered
multilayer perceptron (BMLP), in which
tapped delay lines (TDL’s) of the inputs are
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used. The buffer can be applied at the

so the complexity is much higher than

network inputs only, keeping the network

considering the buffer internal. Therefore,

internally static, as in buffered MLP (Figure 1):

buffered MLP and FIR‐MLP are different
architectures

with

regard

to

areal

implementation. The main disadvantage of
the buffer approach is the limited past history
horizon thereby preventing modeling of
arbitrary long time dependencies between
inputs and desired outputs [9]. It is also
difficult to set the length of the buffer, given a
Figure 1: Buffered multilayer perceptron with

certain

application

moreover

to

have

sufficient temporal depth, a long buffer, i.e., a

input buffer.
or at the input of each neuron, as in MLP with
Finite Impulse Response filter synapses [FIR‐
MLP](Figure 2), sometimes called time‐delay
neural network (TDNN), and in adaptive time‐

large number of input weights, could be
required,

usually

with

a

decrease

in

generalization performance and an increase in
the overall computational complexity.

delay neural networks. It can be shown that
BMLP

and

FIR‐MLP

are

theoretically

equivalent, since internal buffers can be
implemented as an external one [8].

In other words, the buffer approach with no
feedback

has

the

maximum

temporal

resolution, at the cost of a low temporal
depth. To adaptively balance temporal depth
with temporal resolution, another buffer type,
called gamma memory, can be adopted, for
which

the

delay

operator,

used

in

conventional TDLs, is replaced by a single pole
discrete time filter [10]. Gamma memory is a
dispersive delay line with dispersion regulated
Figure 2: Buffered multilayer perceptron with
input buffer.
The problem with implementing FIR‐MLPs as
buffered MLPs is that first layers sub networks
must be replicated (with shared weights) and

by an adaptable parameter.
In addition to these advantages of temporal
depth and temporal resolution characteristics,
it is known that neural networks with
feedback have useful dynamic modeling
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behavior. Feedback has been implemented for
the first time with the introduction of the so
called fully recurrent neural networks (RNN);
they are formed by a single layer of neurons
fully interconnected with each other, or
several such layers [10]. Such RNNs, however,
exhibit some well known disadvantages: a
large structural complexity (that is too many

Figure 3: (a) Narendra–Parthasarathy MLP

weights) and a slow and difficult training. As a
matter of fact, they are very general
architectures which can model a large class of
dynamical systems. Nevertheless, on specific
problems, simpler dynamic neural networks,
which make use of available prior knowledge,
can be better. Many efforts have been made
with

the

aim

of

introducing

temporal

dynamics into the multilayer perceptron
neural model. These efforts have paid in terms

Figure 4: Elman’s network.

of less complex architectures and easier
training, with respect to the RNNs. The major
difference among the methods developed for
the purpose lies in how feedback is included in
the network [11].

5. INTERNALLY: INSIDE EACH NEURON
The latter approach brings us to the so called
locally recurrent neural networks (LRNNs) or
local feedback multilayer networks (LF‐MLN)

4. Externally Structure of MLP Network
As in the Narendra–Parthasarathy MLP, also
known as NARX network, where TDLs are also
used for the outputs that are then brought
back to the input of the network (Figure 3).
Another example is the Elman’s network
(Figure 4).

that will be the architectures we will be
concentrated on. In these structures, classical
infinite impulse response (IIR) linear filters,
also called autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) models, are used, either directly, or
with

some

modifications

[12].

Different

architectures arise depending on how the
ARMA model is included in the network. The
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first architecture is the IIR‐MLP proposed by

7. OF‐MLP NEURON STRUCTURE

Back and Tsoi, where static synapses are

The third structure is the Output Feedback

substituted by conventional IIR adaptive

multilayer perceptron network (OF‐MLP), in

filters (Figure 5).

which the IIR filter is modified in order to let
the

feedback

loop

pass

through

the

nonlinearity, i.e., the onetime step delayed
output of the neuron is filtered by a FIR filter
whose output is added to the inputs
contributions, providing the activation. Again,
in the general model the synapses can be FIR
Figure 5: IIR‐MLP neuron structure

filters (Figure 7).

6. AF‐MLP NEURON STRUCTURE
The second architecture is the activation
feedback multilayer perceptron network (AF‐
MLP). The output of the neuron summing
node is filtered by an autoregressive (AR)
adaptive filter (all poles transfer function),

Figure 7: OF‐MLP neuron structure

before feeding the activation function. In the

Elman’s network is based on the introduction

most general case, the synapses are FIR

of context units to include memory in a

adaptive filters. The AF‐MLP is a particular

network, substituting the spatial metaphor of

case of the IIR‐MLP, when all the synaptic

the external buffer with the recurrent context

transfer functions of the same neuron have

approach [13]. Context units are dynamic

the same denominator.

recurrent neurons placed in the first layer to
process the input signals, while the following
layers are supposed to be static. This
architectural constraint has been chosen
basically to simplify the learning phase.

Figure 6: AF‐MLP neuron structure
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5) Simpler training than fully recurrent
networks;
6) Many training algorithms could be derived
from filter theory and recursive identification.

8. CONCLUSION
Figure 8: Auto‐regressive MLP

Dynamic model presentation is mathematical
calculation of neural network and dynamic

At last, there is architecture (Figure 8) that’s

recurrent

neural

again a multilayer network, where each

themselves to be really useful for temporal

neuron has FIR filter synapses and an AR filter

processing, particularly for digital signal

after the activation function (ARMLP). It is

processing

easy to see that this network is a particular

recognition of neurons. A good solution is to

case of the IIR‐MLP, followed by linear all‐pole

let time have an effect on the networks

filters [14, 15].

response. This can be achieved when the

(DSP)

networks

and

have

temporal

shown

pattern

network has dynamic properties such that it
The major advantages of LFNNs with respect

will respond to temporal sequences.

to buffered MLPs or fully recurrent networks
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